Moody’s CreditView – Fundamental – Japan

Moody’s CreditView is a significant innovation that will help you manage the ever-increasing volume of information that inundates you day in and day out. It offers a unique perspective, combining relevant information with clarity on the thinking behind it. You’ll gather the necessary viewpoints and insight you need to draw conclusions faster.

All of the information
For the first time, credit professionals have a comprehensive overview of all relevant information in a single view. This unique overview encompasses ratings, fundamental analysis, market signals, default probabilities and key financial indicators – all in a single, consolidated view to present the widest possible perspective.

The sharpest insight
Moody’s CreditView allows you to drill deep. For example, not only do we give you Moody’s trusted ratings, we show you the methodology and the thinking that led us to them. You will have confidence in the numbers – and in the quality of analysis that underlies them.

The clearest picture
The new screen is intuitive and easy to use. The information is displayed cleanly and logically, allowing you to find what you want without switching between multiple views. It makes it easier for you to scan your portfolios – and the market – more quickly.

For better decisions
Moody’s CreditView helps you get your work done faster. You spend less time struggling through the information, giving you more time to concentrate on applying your experience and judgment to arrive at a considered decision. It’s an invaluable tool to help you handle the increasing pressure – and complexity of risk.

It’s simply research as it should be
Extensive research into our clients’ wants and needs has resulted in an innovative solution that cuts through the information jungle to deliver improved workflow.
Moody’s CreditView – for faster workflow

Four invaluable components. One unique solution.
Navigating the mass of essential information is a challenge for any credit professional. Moody’s CreditView cuts through the complexity, presenting just what you need in a single, logical view. Everything relevant is right there, right now.

Fundamental Research
Moody’s CreditView offers a simplified view of Moody’s Investors Service ratings, methodologies, and recent issuer and industry research. You’ll see the rating rationale, the rating outlook, what would cause the rating to change, the rating factors grid, and a wealth of other vital information.

Market Signals
You’ll find a range of market signals tools, including MIR® (Market Implied Ratings) and EDF™ (Expected Default Frequency) credit measures, which use the most recent market information to help you track credit performance and risk. You’ll see what the market thinks.

Monthly Default Reports
Through Moody’s CreditView, you can access Moody’s Monthly Default Report, allowing you to monitor the credit environment using default and credit quality statistics at industry and regional levels.

Key Indicators
Moody’s CreditView also gives you valuable financial and credit ratios. The analyst-adjusted financials and analytics deliver the highest quality data and offer unprecedented transparency and insight into what drives Moody’s corporate and banking ratings.
Everything at your fingertips
Take a walk through the extensive range of key resources and features of Moody’s CreditView.

1. **Overview Tab**
   Access Moody’s new integrated credit solution through our Overview Tab.

2. **Issuer Research**
   Monitor the last 120 days of issuer-specific research and stay on top of evolving credit concerns.

3. **Credit Opinion Excerpt and Links**
   Review the most crucial components of an issuer’s Credit Opinion: the Rating Rationale, Rating Outlook, and What Could Change the Rating - Up/Down. Or click on the full report to drill down into the details of an issuer.

4. **Related Issuers**
   Access the overview tabs for related issuers.

5. **Long-Term Rating Chart**
   Better understand an issuer’s rating history in a clear and easy chart format. Click on the chart to go to the Ratings Tab.

6. **Company Profile**
   Use the Company Profile section from the Credit Opinion to gain more insight into an organization.

7. **Industry Research**
   Access the past two years of industry research for a closer look at the broader trends impacting an issuer’s credit.

8. **Rating Methodologies**
   Consult all rating methodologies associated with the Industry and Peer Group of the issuer to understand key ratings drivers.

9. **Market Signals**
   Detect credit deterioration early with MIR® (Market Implied Ratings), which translate prices from the CDS, bond, loan and equity markets into standard Moody’s ratings language, and EDF™ (Expected Default Frequency) credit measures, which measure issuer probability of default.

10. **Key Indicators**
    Gain transparency into Moody’s corporate and banking ratings through a direct link to our platform of globally comparable financial data and ratios presented ‘as-reported’ by companies and ‘as-adjusted’ by Moody’s analysts.